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Instances are changing! Richards, Former Governor of Texas "I had so much fun reading her
publication. I really loved reading your poems. It is an excellent time to get older. Yes, our
world is being transformed around us faster than ever before, and we have to evolve with it. It
is written that there is "a period to weep and a time to laugh. We've exchanged home help for
food processors, cooking for take-out, and leisurely eating for junk food. We used to read even
more, listen to the radio, and create letters;" - Ms. Men have discovered to change diapers,
and women can be construction workers." The secret is to understand which one to do when.
Given a choice, let's proceed with the laughter.. They were touching and inspiring, and
actually captured the spirit to be a grandmother!. Products, advertising, entertainment, and
services are becoming more centered on this older generation. She captures the double
criteria, the dual ambitions, the ambiguities and concerns, and most importantly, the hopes and
aspirations that are so much a part of contemporary women's lives, and she captures it all with
marvelous humor." - Ann W. We are about to have more "senior citizens" in this nation than ever
before. now we watch TV, talk on calling, and fax. Mary Kay, Mary Kay Cosmetics "Natasha
Josefowitz's soft and funny poetry sneaks its way into our hearts just how delicate humor does.
"I've seen Natasha's viewers burst out in laughter, cheers, and applause at her verse." - Judy
Mann, The Washington Post "Many thanks for your beautiful reserve and terms of
encouragement. the laughter of recognition comes first and the tears of remembrance arrive
later." - Warren Bennis, Joseph Debell Chair of Management, University of Southern California
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It's not only Witty - It's wise This is a wonderful book - I am over 80 years old and want to give
it as something special to my friendsMarion Hirsch - such as a Birthday with a big quantity or a
retirement I enjoy this book and also have gifted it to dear close friends, individually, at a
significant passage in their lives, - such as a Birthday with a big quantity or a pension. She
touches on the experiences we all talk about and reminds us of our very own humanity, fears,
and joys in this thing called life. Good delivery. Five Stars An excellent book. Five Stars All
aspects of the sale were satisfactory. Five Stars I liked the book. Insight and humor Dr.
Josefowitz' insight and humor, sensitivity and candor, bring inspiration and lifestyle to the living,
the aging and those that fear everything. It is a treasure and one really wants to talk about
treasures with treasured friends.
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